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Fast, purely growing collisionless reconnection as an eigenfunction problem
related to but not involving linear whistler waves
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If either finite electron inertia or finite resistivity is included in 2D magnetic reconnection, the

two-fluid equations become a pair of second-order differential equations coupling the out-of-plane

magnetic field and vector potential to each other to form a fourth-order system. The coupling at an

X-point is such that out-of-plane even-parity electric and odd-parity magnetic fields feed off each other

to produce instability if the scale length on which the equilibrium magnetic field changes is less than

the ion skin depth. The instability growth rate is given by an eigenvalue of the fourth-order system

determined by boundary and symmetry conditions. The instability is a purely growing mode, not a

wave, and has growth rate of the order of the whistler frequency. The spatial profile of both the out-of-

plane electric and magnetic eigenfunctions consists of an inner concave region having extent of the

order of the electron skin depth, an intermediate convex region having extent of the order of the

equilibrium magnetic field scale length, and a concave outer exponentially decaying region. If finite

electron inertia and resistivity are not included, the inner concave region does not exist and the coupled

pair of equations reduces to a second-order differential equation having non-physical solutions at an

X-point. VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4897375]

I. INTRODUCTION

If magnetic reconnection1–4 did not exist, all magnetized

plasmas would forever maintain the same topology as no

plasma segment could detach from or merge with another.

Observations show that magnetic reconnection frequently

occurs in all relevant contexts: laboratory experiments,5–8 the

magnetosphere,9,10 the solar corona,11,12 and astrophysics.13

Observations further indicate that reconnection provides a

means for accelerating particles to enormous energies.14,15

Magnetic reconnection has traditionally been considered

from two somewhat different points of view (cf. historical

discussion on pp. 8–9 of Ref. 1 and Chapters 3, 4 of Ref. 16).

The first point of view assumes that reconnection is a station-

ary, steady-state process resulting from some external driv-

ing (forcing) mechanism as first discussed by Sweet17 and by

Parker.18 The second point of view assumes that reconnec-

tion is a spontaneous exponentially growing instability; this

instability is conventionally called the tearing instability and

was first discussed by Furth, Killeen, and Rosenbluth19 in

the context of resistive magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).

Steady-state reconnection is characterized by the speed with

which incoming plasma approaches the reconnection layer

while spontaneous reconnection is characterized by the ex-

ponential growth rate. Both the Sweet-Parker and Furth-

Killeen-Rosenbluth analyses were done in the context of

resistive MHD; a collisionless kinetic tearing instability

wherein resonant electron wave-particle absorption in a spa-

tially periodic configuration acted as sink for magnetic

energy was proposed by Coppi, Laval, and Pellat.20

The stationary and spontaneous points of view can be

related to each other by considering steady-state reconnec-

tion to be the nonlinear saturated state of an initially expo-

nentially growing instability. This is because in order to

achieve steady-state reconnection, a system must evolve

through a transient state during which the reconnection

grows and this growth would be of the order of the spontane-

ous growth rate for the given conditions. Thus, if a system

started with say a 10% perturbation, the perturbation ampli-

tude would grow to approach the equilibrium amplitude after

a couple of exponential growth periods. The instability

would then no longer be able to grow according to linear

theory in which case the perturbation would become satu-

rated and approximately time-independent.

The induction equation governing magnetic field evolu-

tion is obtained by taking the curl of Ohm’s law. The gener-

alized Ohm’s law is21

Eþ U� B� J

ne
� B|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}

Hall

þ rPe

ne|ffl{zffl}
electron

pressure

þme

e

due

dt|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
electron

inertia

¼ gJ|{z}
resistive

: (1)

Resistive MHD, the simplest reconnection model, results

from dropping Hall, electron inertia, and electron pressure

terms from Eq. (1) thereby obtaining E þ U�B¼ gJ. The

curl of this resistive Ohm’s law predicts magnetic reconnec-

tion to be a localized, slow g-dependent diffusive pro-

cess;1–3,17–19 an estimate of the growth rate of the MHD

resistive tearing mode is obtained by postulating that the

magnitudes of the three terms in Ez þ ẑ � U� B ¼ gJz are all

of the same order at the reconnection layer. This resistive

MHD estimate fails to describe observations in real situa-

tions where reconnection typically occurs orders of magni-

tude faster;8,10,22–26 fast non-MHD reconnection is also

observed in numerical simulations.27–30

The simplest approach to studying magnetic reconnec-

tion is to consider the temporal evolution of a current

sheet,31 i.e., the two-dimensional situation sketched in

Fig. 1. Here, the in-plane equilibrium magnetic field
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By ¼ �@Az=@x reverses direction at x¼ 0 and can be

modeled as

ByðxÞ ¼ �Btanhðx=LÞ; (2)

where L is the current sheet width. This magnetic field

has an associated electric current density Jz ¼ �B=
ðl0Lcosh2ðx=LÞÞ such that the magnetic force J�B is anti-

symmetric with respect to x and directed towards x¼ 0. An

equilibrium is assumed in which a hydromagnetic pressure P
is peaked at x¼ 0 so that the gradient of @P=@x balances the

inward magnetic force �JzBy. Since P¼ nj(Ti þ Te) the

pressure gradient could come from the density gradient if the

temperatures Ti, Te are both uniform, from a Ti or Te gradient

if the density is uniform, or from some combination of den-

sity and temperature gradients. For simplicity it will be

assumed here that the ion temperature gradient provides the

pressure gradient and that both the density n and the electron

temperature Te are spatially uniform. For situations where

the temperature is uniform and the density is non-uniform,

the model presented here would be approximate because

terms of order n�1dn/dx are effectively dropped compared to

terms of order B�1
y dBy=dx; such an approximation is reason-

able because n would have a maximum near x¼ 0 so n�1dn/

dx is small near x¼ 0 whereas because By vanishes near

x¼ 0, B�1
y dBy/dx is large near x¼ 0.

The hyperbolic behavior (X-point) in Fig. 1 results from

adding to Az a perturbation scaling as cos(kyy). The sign of

the perturbation is such that in the vicinity of the y¼ 0 axis

there are inflows in the x direction towards x¼ 0 while in the

vicinity of the x¼ 0 axis there are outflows in the y direction

away from y¼ 0. At large distance from the X-point these

flows are approximately given by ui¼ue¼E�B/B2 and so

to have the appropriate signs of inflows and outflows, the

electric field must be of the form E ¼ Ezẑ where Ez> 0.

Since Jz> 0, the product EzJz is positive implying the recon-

nection process acts as a sink for electromagnetic energy. In

resistive MHD, the plasma resistivity acts as this sink by

converting electromagnetic energy into heat (i.e.,

EzJz¼ gJ2
z ). By contrast, in collisionless reconnection some

non-thermal mechanism converts electromagnetic energy

into non-random particle energy or else radiates away the

electromagnetic energy.

Experimental,8,24 numerical,32 and spacecraft10 observa-

tions show that when L becomes smaller than c/xpi, an out-

of-plane quadrupole magnetic field Bz� xy g(x2, y2) appears;

here g is some even function of x and of y so Bz is an odd

function of x and of y. This quadrupole magnetic field,

shown as the red and blue colors in Fig. 1, was first predicted

by Sonnerup33 to be a consequence of the Hall term.

Because MHD does not predict the quadrupole magnetic

field, its manifestation is considered to signify occurrence of

non-MHD Hall processes.

Using numerical simulations of the two-fluid equations,

Mandt et al.27 proposed that whistler waves provide the

mechanism by which collisionless reconnection is mediated.

Rogers et al.28 developed this proposition further and argued

that collisionless reconnection is driven by standing whistler

waves at the X-point. Fujimoto and Sydora34 challenged the

proposition that whistler waves drive collisionless reconnec-

tion because they observed the location of whistler waves in

their simulation to be downstream of the X-point and not at
the X-point. Because the whistler waves were not created at

the X-point, they argued that whistler waves must be an

effect of collisionless reconnection rather than a cause. The

conclusions of Fujimoto and Sydora were supported by Guo

et al.35 who observed in their numerical simulation that

whistler waves associated with collisionless reconnection

were not temporally coincident with the reconnection.

Specifically, Guo et al. observed that time intervals existed

when collisionless reconnection took place but there was no

simultaneous evidence of whistler waves.

Using analytic methods, Bulanov et al.36 derived a sys-

tem of coupled equations retaining finite electron inertia and

resistivity. After simplifying these equations by dropping

numerous terms, Bulanov et al. proposed simple scalings for

the simplified equations. Attico et al.37 derived similar sys-

tems of equations while Shaikhislamov38 considered dynam-

ical behavior as L collapsed to the ion and then electron skin

depth scale.

We derive and solve fluid equations here that, as in

Refs. 27, 28, and 36–38, have Hall terms couple the out-of-

plane magnetic field Bz(x, y, t) and the out-of-plane vector

potential Az(x, y, t) to each other. Our approach differs by

retaining both electron inertia and resistivity and by solving

for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the system of equa-

tions. We show that it is essential to include at least one of fi-

nite electron inertia or finite resistivity in order for the

problem to have physically sensible solutions. From a mathe-

matical point of view, retention of at least one of electron

inertia or resistivity provides a fourth order system that has

FIG. 1. Sketch of X-point: White lines are contours of constant Az(x, y, t).
The arrows on the white lines show the direction of the in-plane magnetic

field BT(x, y, t) which is up for positive x and down for negative x. The col-

ors show contours of the out-of-plane magnetic field Bz(x, y, t) and shows its

quadrupole character. The plot region is �50< x, y< 50. The out-of-plane

vector potential is Az(x, y)¼�log(cosh(x/5)) �5 cos(2py/120) exp(-(x/30)2)

and the out-of-plane magnetic field is Bz(x, y)¼ 7sin(2py/120)tanh(x/1)exp(-

(x/30)2). A constant offset 2 was added to Bz to make the color tables used

antisymmetric; this offset was necessary because of the way the specific

color table used maps numbers to colors.
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mathematically regular solutions at x¼ 0, whereas dropping

both electron inertia and resistivity causes the system to be

second order with no regular solutions at x¼ 0.

This paper is organized a follows: Section II derives the

fourth-order system and shows how it is related to whistler

waves. Section III solves the fourth-order system of equa-

tions using a two-point boundary value method39 together

with the imposition of certain symmetry and anti-symmetry

properties. Section IV presents quantitative comparisons to

Magnetic Reconnection Experiment (MRX) measure-

ments.25,40 Section V shows how omitting both electron iner-

tia and resistivity leads to a second-order differential

equation having non-physical solutions at x¼ 0. Section VI

shows that the eigenvalue of the fourth-order system predicts

growth rates in good agreement with the hybrid simulation

collisionless growth time reported by Mandt et al.27

Section VII presents conclusions.

II. DERIVATION OF FOURTH-ORDER SYSTEM
COUPLING Az AND Bz

We consider magnetic reconnection for a conventional

2-D Harris31 current sheet as given in Eq. (2). Scaling argu-

ments1,38 of the induction equation obtained from the curl of

Eq. (1) show that the Hall term becomes important when L is

smaller than the ion skin depth c/xpi and the electron-ion

collision frequency �ei is much smaller than the electron cy-

clotron frequency xce. The electron inertia term scales as c/

xpe and thus is much smaller than the Hall term which scales

as c/xpi. Nevertheless, electron inertia must be retained

because, unlike the Hall term, electron inertia can balance

the component of E parallel to B. Ion motion becomes unim-

portant when L� c/xpi in which case the electric current

density J comes from electron motion only. Thus, one can

set U¼ 0 in Eq. (1) when considering dynamics having spa-

tial scale L< c/xpi. Quasi-neutrality then requires electron

motion to be incompressible because ions cannot move to

neutralize any spatially non-uniform electron charge

concentration.

Making these assumptions and writing J¼�neue,

where ue is the electron fluid velocity, Eq. (1) reduces to

gJþ c2

x2
pe

l0

@J

@t
� J

ne
� rJ

� �
¼ E� J

ne
� BþrPe

ne
: (3)

The out-of-plane and ignorable z direction will be

referred to as the axial direction and the directions orthogonal

to z as the transverse direction. Because @=@z ¼ 0,

Ez¼�@Az/@t and the transverse gradient operator is identical

to the full gradient operator, i.e., rT¼r. The magnetic field

is decomposed into axial and transverse components B ¼
Bzẑ þ BT where the transverse component is BT ¼ rAz � ẑ.

The magnetic field is thus completely determined by the two

scalars Az and Bz. Using Ampere’s law, the current density J is

decomposed into JT ¼ l�1
0 rTBz � ẑ and Jz ¼ �l�1

0 r2
TAz so

J is also completely determined by Az and Bz. It is seen that Az

and Bz are the respective stream functions for BT and JT.

Decomposition of Eq. (3) into axial and transverse com-

ponents gives

gJz þ
c2

x2
pe

l0

@Jz

@t
� JT

ne
� rJz

� �
¼ Ez �

1

ne
ẑ � JT � BT ; (4a)

gJT þ
c2

x2
pe

l0

@JT

@t
� JT

ne
� rJT

� �
¼ ET �

1

ne
J�Bð ÞT þ

rTPe

ne
:

(4b)

The curl of Eq. (4b) is in the axial direction and, using

Faraday’s law, is

c2

x2
pe

�ei þ
@

@t

� �
r2

TBz þ
1

ne
ẑ � rT � JT � rJTð Þ

� �

¼ @Bz

@t
þ 1

ne
ẑ � rT � J� Bð ÞT ; (5)

where rT � JT ¼ �ẑl�1
0 r2

TBz and g=l0 ¼ �eic
2=x2

pe have

been used with �ei the electron- ion collision frequency. The

factor c2=x2
pe appearing in Eqs. (4a) and (5) is proportional to

me. Because of the assumed exponential time dependence

exp(ct), the inclusion of collisions can thus be considered to

be a modification of me since adding collisions is equivalent

to replacing me by me(1 þ �ei/c); this is essentially the same

as the method by which collisions are added to a wave model

(see p. 38 of Ref. 41). Taking the curl of Eq. (4b) annihilated

the electron pressure term; this annihilation results from the

presumption that the pressure is both isotropic and barotropic.

Situations where the pressure is not isotropic or not barotropic

are known to introduce additional behaviors and instabilities,

but it will be seen here that an extremely fast instability results

which does not depend on pressure having these more compli-

cated properties. If the equilibrium density were to be non-

uniform then taking the curl of Eq. (4b) would introduce

terms depending on the density gradient, but these terms

should be of lesser importance than the effect of the magnetic

field gradient because the magnetic field goes through zero at

x¼ 0, whereas the density would be peaked at x¼ 0.

At an X-point Az can be represented as an even function

of x with a periodic dependence in the y direction (see Fig. 1).

On the other hand, the quadrupole magnetic field associated

with Hall reconnection has an odd dependence on x and on

y.33 Consistent with these symmetry properties, we postulate a

perturbation expansion Az ¼ Az0ðxÞ þ ~Azðx; y; tÞ and Bz ¼
~Bzðx; y; tÞ where

~Azðx; y; tÞ ¼ ectaðxÞ cos kyy; (6a)

~Bzðx; y; tÞ ¼ ectbðxÞ sin kyy; (6b)

and a(�x)¼ a(x), b(�x)¼�b(x). Thus, ~Az has the appropri-

ate hyperbolic symmetry of an X-point, while ~Bz has the

desired quadrupole dependence.

We linearize Eqs. (4a) and (5) and define e ¼ c=ðxpeLÞ;
vAe ¼ �B=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l0nme
p

, and the mass-independent, whistler-like

frequency xwh¼ kyevAe¼ kyL
�1 �B/(nel0). On introducing the

normalized quantities

n ¼ xxpe=c; j ¼ 21=2xwh=c; (7a)

�ky ¼ kyc=xpe; �� ei ¼ 2�1=2�ei=xwh; (7b)
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and defining

s ¼ 2�1=2bL; (8)

Eqs. (4a) and (5) can be written as

1þ j�� eið Þ s00 � �k
2

ys
� 	

� s

¼ j
a00 � �k

2

ya

2e2
þ a 1� tanh2 enð Þ

 � !

tanh enð Þ; (9a)

ð1þ j��eiÞða00 � �k
2

yaÞ � a ¼ jstanhðenÞ; (9b)

where a prime denotes d/dn and each term has the dimen-

sions of a vector potential. Equations (9) correspond to Eqs.

(9) and (10) in Ref. 37 and in the limit en � 1, Eqs. (9)

reduce to Eqs. (32) and (33) of Bulanov et al.36 In the oppo-

site limit where en ! 1 and assuming ��ei ¼ 0, Eqs. (9)

reduce to

s00 � �k
2

ys� s ¼ j
a00 � �k

2

ya

2e2

 !
; (10a)

a00 � �k
2

ya� a ¼ js: (10b)

In contrast to Eqs. (9), the coefficients in Eqs. (10) are inde-

pendent of n and so Eqs. (10) can be Fourier transformed in

the n direction, i.e., we may replace d=dn! i�kx with

�kx ¼ kxc=xpe. Defining k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

x þ k2
y

q
and cos h¼ k � B/(kB)

¼ ky/k gives �ky ¼ ðkc=xpeÞ cos h. Then, if we define c¼�ix,
the determinant of Eqs. (10) is precisely the whistler disper-

sion relation with finite electron inertia included,41 namely,

k2c2

x2
¼

x2
pe

x jxcej cos h� xð Þ : (11)

Thus, Eqs. (9) generalize the uniform plasma equations giving

the finite-electron-inertia whistler wave to the situation of a

highly non-uniform magnetic field with associated current

sheet. In this non-uniform situation, various coefficients in

Eqs. (9) depend on n so the replacement d=dn! i�kx is forbid-

den. Equations (9) must therefore be solved as coupled differ-

ential equations with non-constant coefficients; the method for

this solution will be presented in Sec. III below. The definition

of the reference frequency xwh corresponds to the frequency

obtained from Eq. (11) in the limit jxcej cos h � x and k 	
kx 	 L�1� ky; this reference frequency should be understood

to be a frequency that scales like a whistler wave frequency,

yet is not the frequency of any actual whistler wave.

III. SOLUTIONS WITH EIGENVALUE SATISFYING
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS OF COUPLED EQUATIONS

If j ! 0, no physically sensible unstable solution of

Eqs. (9) exists because s and a are everywhere concave (i.e.,

s00/s> 0, a00/a> 0) and so diverge as jnj ! 1. When n! 0,

the solutions are concave for any value of j because the right

hand sides of Eqs. (9) vanish. However, if for some critical j
there exist finite positive and negative ranges of n where the

solutions are convex (i.e., s00/s< 0, a00/a< 0), the solutions in

these convex regions can smoothly join the solution in the

concave region centered about n¼ 0 to the exponentially

decaying concave regions at n ! 1 and n ! �1. Thus,

like the bound-state solution of a localized potential well in a

Schr€odinger equation, the critical eigenvalue j enables exis-

tence of a localized solution, i.e., a solution that is non-zero

for finite n and yet vanishes as jnj !1. The problem

reduces to finding the eigenvalue j that gives solutions

which (1) vanish as jnj ! 1, (2) satisfy a(�n)¼ a(n),

s(�n)¼�s(n), and (3) are smooth everywhere since the dif-

ferential equations are smooth. The eigenvalue depends on

all terms in Eqs. (9) and so cannot be estimated by making

approximate solutions to selected sub-equations extracted

from Eqs. (9).

If �k
2

y and �� ei are assumed zero, solving Eqs. (9) numeri-

cally gives j¼j(e) which then gives c. Finite ��ei and finite
�k

2

y will modify this rate, but typically �k
2

y can be assumed to

be negligible for problems of interest (this corresponds to the

reconnection layer being very thin). Equations (9) are solved

numerically in an Interactive Data Language (IDL) code for

j using a two-point boundary value method39 over the half-

domain 0� n� lmax with lmax � 1 to approximate n¼þ1.

The critical value of j is found by adjusting its value to sat-

isfy a symmetry condition required when the half-domain is

mapped to the full domain. The two-point boundary condi-

tions are prescribed on the half-domain 0� n� lmax as

að0Þ ¼ �1; aðlmaxÞ ¼ 0; (12a)

sð0Þ ¼ 0; sðlmaxÞ ¼ 0; (12b)

these boundary conditions satisfy the requirements that a and

s vanish at n¼þ1 and that s is an odd function of n. A solu-

tion to Eqs. (9) can always be found for these boundary con-

ditions for any j. Because of the boundary condition at

n¼ lmax, the solution is guaranteed to decay at large n.
Negative polarity is chosen for a(0) to make ~EzJz � �caJz

positive; this corresponds to the exponentially growing per-

turbation acting as a sink for electromagnetic energy.

The solution obtained for the half-domain 0� n� lmax is

then used to construct a solution for the desired full domain -

lmax� n� lmax by defining a(�n)¼ a(n) and defining

s(�n)¼�s(n). Since s(0)¼ 0 was prescribed, this definition

of s for negative n gives a smooth, continuous odd function

s(n). However, for an arbitrarily chosen j, in general a0 is fi-

nite at n¼ 0 in which case setting a(�n)¼ a(n), i.e., mirror-

ing a(n) about n¼ 0, produces a discontinuity in a0. Because

Eq. (9) has finite a00 at n¼ 0, such a discontinuity in a0 is

impermissible. Thus, to find a permissible solution (i.e., a

smooth solution), j is adjusted until a value is found for

which a0 vanishes at n¼ 0. For this choice of j, we may let

a(� n)¼ a(n) and s(�n)¼�s(n) to obtain solutions in the

full �lmax� n� lmax domain; these solutions have no discon-

tinuities since mirroring of a0 ¼ 0 still gives a0 ¼ 0. A value

of j that gives a0 ¼ 0 at n¼ 0 is thus an eigenvalue for the

problem.

There is a discrete spectrum of j eigenvalues, much like

the discrete spectrum of eigenvalues for the bound states of a

Schr€odinger equation. The smallest j corresponds to the
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fastest growth rate (largest c) and least amount of spatial os-

cillation in a(n) and s(n). In considering reconnection, we

are only interested in the smallest j eigenvalue since its

associated eigenfunction grows fastest and will quickly dom-

inate all others.

In order to find the smallest j eigenvalue, a function

D(j) is defined as D(j)¼ a0(0). The numerical positive n do-

main consists of N grid points {0, D, 2D, 3D, … (N � 1)D}

where D¼ lmax/(N � 1) and so the numerical representation

of the derivative of a(n) at n¼ 0 is a0(0)¼ (a(D) � a(0))/D.

Numerical solutions of Eqs. (9) were obtained using N¼ 500

and lmax¼ 40; these define D while Eq. (12a) prescribes a(0)

so all that is needed to determine D(j) is a(D). For a given j,
the numerical solution to Eqs. (9) gives a(D) and so with this

D(j)¼ (a(D) � a(0))/D is fully determined. The iterative

root-finding procedure FX_ROOT in the IDL language is

then used to find the root j of D(j)¼ 0; FX_ROOT uses

Muller’s method as described in Ref. 42. Inspection of Eqs.

(9) shows that j cannot be arbitrarily small because if this

were to happen, the right hand side of Eqs. (9) would also be

arbitrarily small in which case a and s would become con-

cave everywhere and so violate the boundary condition that

a and s are finite as jnj ! 1.

This smallest j for which a0(0)¼ 0 corresponds to the

largest c, i.e., the fastest growing mode. Figure 2 plots the

a(n) and s(n) numerical solutions as black solid and red

dashed lines, respectively, for a sequence of e values and for

��ei ¼ 0. For reference, tanh(en) is plotted as a blue dotted

line. The value of j determined by the root-finding procedure

is listed in each e plot. Figure 3 shows similar plots except

now ��ei ¼ 2; this shows that finite resistivity broadens the

s(n) profile, has little effect on the a(n) profile, and moderately

increases the growth rate at small e. These plots have been

normalized so that the maximum magnitude of a(n) is always

unity. In these plots �ky has been assumed to be zero. It is seen

that a(n) is negative for all n so ~EzJz > 0 everywhere. This

means that the instability feeds off the initial stored magnetic

energy (i.e., dissipates the initial magnetic energy) and also

that the sign of x̂ � ~E � B ¼ � ~EzBy corresponds to fluid

inflow towards the X-point in the vicinity of the y¼ 0 axis.

IV. COMPARISON TO MRX

Using the MRX parameters25,40 of c/xpe¼ 0.15 cm,

L¼ 2 cm, xce/2p¼ 300 MHz, xpe/2p¼ 30 GHz gives

e	 0.08 and vAe¼ cxce/xpe 	 3� 106 m/s. The distance from

the symmetry line to the local maximum of the quadrupole

magnetic field is ly ’ 6 cm so ky¼p/(2ly) ’ 25 m�1. Thus,

xwh¼ kyevAe 	 6� 106 s�1. Using �ei 	 2� 107 gives

��ei 	 2. For these values of e and ��ei, the bottom-most numer-

ical solution in Fig. 3 gives j ’ 7 corresponding to a linear

growth rate c ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p

xwh=j 	 106 s�1 which is sufficiently

fast for the configuration to reach a saturated state in the 4 ls

characteristic time of the experiment. If this were not the case,

reconnection could not occur within 4 ls because linear insta-

bility necessarily precedes nonlinear saturation.

FIG. 2. Numerically calculated solu-

tions to Eqs. (9) for �� ei ¼ 0 and �ky ¼ 0

and a range of e values with j selected

to be the smallest value that gives

a0 ¼ 0 at n¼ 0. The function a(n) is

shown as a heavy black solid line and

the function s(n) is shown as a heavy

dashed red line; tanh(en) is shown for

reference as a light dotted blue line.
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Because xwh is independent of electron mass and

because j is of order 5–10 for a large range of e, the growth

rate c is only weakly dependent on electron inertia. Although

only weakly affecting c, electron inertia is nevertheless im-

portant because it determines the reconnection region spatial

scale; this conclusion is consistent with observations

reported in Refs. 25 and 26 where it was found that the

steady-state reconnection rate does not depend significantly

on resistivity or on electron inertia but the reconnection

region spans a few electron inertia scale lengths.

The reason for this weak dependence of growth rate on

electron inertia and resistivity can be seen from inspection of

Eqs. (9). Because of the e2 in the denominator in the right

hand side of Eq. (9a) and assuming s � a and j � 1 it is

seen that a is approximately determined by setting the right

hand side of Eq. (9a) to zero. Assuming tanh2(en) 	 1/2 (i.e.,

n ’ 0.9/e) as a nominal value, it is seen that a approximately

satisfies a00 þ e2a¼ 0. Near its peak a � cos(en) so a has a

characteristic scale �1/e which is confirmed by examination

of how the a(n) plots in Figs. 2 and 3 scale with e. Since a00

	 �e2a the term involving resistivity (i.e., term with �� ei) on

the left hand side of Eq. (9b) is small relative to the a term;

because j � 1, the remainder of Eq. (9b) shows that s 	
�j�1 a and so jsj � jaj as was assumed. Since Eq. (9b) is

just a rescaled form of Eq. (4a), it is seen that gJz is small

compared to the other terms in Eq. (4a) if n is sufficiently far

from zero so that s is finite; from Fig. 3 it is seen that this

corresponds to 2 < jnj < 10. This requirement for n to be fi-

nite is because the hyperbolic symmetry of Az and the

quadrupolar nature of Bz necessitate that BT and JT, respec-

tively, vanish exactly on the X-point, i.e., symmetry implies

ẑ � JT � BT ¼ 0 exactly on the X-point. While finite resistiv-

ity makes gJz dominate the finite electron inertia term �@Jz/

@t in Eq. (4a) (i.e., ��ei exceeds unity), this has little conse-

quence because the finite electron inertia term itself is rela-

tively unimportant in Eq. (4a). On the other hand, finite

electron inertia is what provides e � 1 and it is this scaling

that necessitates setting the right hand side of Eq. (9a) to

zero to solve the coupled equations if 2 < jnj < 10. Since the

term corresponding to g~Jz in Eq. (9b) is j��eia
00 and the term

in Eq. (9b) corresponding to ~Ez is a, the ratio

g~Jz= ~Ez 	 j��eia
00=a 	 j�� eie2 ’ 0:14. The mapping of MRX

coordinates {R, Z, T} to the Cartesian coordinates used here

is {R, Z, T} $ {x, y, z} so this ratio is in reasonable agree-

ment with the experimental measurement in Ref. 25 where it

was observed that gJT/ET¼ (40 V/m)/(170 V/m)¼ 0.25 if it

is assumed that the measurement location was at least a few

skin depths from the X-point so ẑ � JT � BT 6¼ 0.

Figures 2 and 3 also provide a means for making an ap-

proximate quantitative comparison to MRX veZ measure-

ments25 (i.e., electron outflow corresponding to �~Jy=ne here).

In particular, the plots in Figs. 2 and 3 show that s has a mini-

mum to the left of the n origin and a maximum to the right.

Since ~Jy ¼ �l�1
0 @Bz=@x � ds=dn, it is seen that ~Jy reverses

polarity when ds/dn vanishes, i.e., at the extrema of s. The

separation between the left and right locations where ~Jy

changes polarity is thus the distance between the maxima and

minima of s in Figs. 2 and 3. For the e¼ 0.1 plot in Fig. 3, this

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, except �� ei ¼ 2.
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separation is about 8 electron skin depths, i.e., about 1.2 cm.

Ren et al.25 plot veZ(R) in their Fig. 2(b) where it is seen that

the zero crossings (vertical dashed line locations) are sepa-

rated by 3.3 cm which is a factor of 3 larger than the 1.2 cm

prediction of the e¼ 0.1 plot in Fig. 3. This discrepancy of

�3�wider observed than predicted electron outflow has also

been seen when comparing Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations

to the MRX measurements as discussed by Ji et al.43

V. COMPARISON TO ROGERS ET AL.

We first show that the two-fluid analysis used by Rogers

et al. (Eqs. (1) and (2) of Ref. 28) to explain their numerical

simulation results corresponds to keeping only the right hand

sides of Eqs. (4a) and (5) in which case Eqs. (4a) and (5)

reduce to

Ez �
1

ne
ẑ � JT � BT ¼ 0; (13a)

@Bz

@t
þ 1

ne
ẑ � rT � J� Bð ÞT ¼ 0: (13b)

Using Ez ¼ �@Az=@t;rT ¼ r;BT ¼ rAz � ẑ; JT ¼
l�1

0 rTBz � ẑ and Jz ¼ �l�1
0 r2

TAz, Eqs. (13) become Eqs.

(1) and (2) of Ref. 28. The omission of the left hand sides of

Eqs. (4a) and (5) (i.e., omitting finite electron inertia and fi-

nite resistivity) corresponds to omitting the terms containing

the factors ð1þ j��eiÞ on the left hand sides of Eqs. (9a) and

(9b). Thus, Eqs. (1) and (2) of Ref. 28 are equivalent to

�s ¼ j
a00 � �k

2

ya

2e2
þ a 1� tanh2 enð Þ

 � !

tanh enð Þ; (14a)

�a ¼ jstanhðenÞ: (14b)

Substituting for s in Eq. (14a) using Eq. (14b) gives the

second-order differential equation

a00tanh2 enð Þ �
h

�k
2

ytanh2 enð Þ þ 2e2tanh2en

� 1� tanh2 enð Þ

 �

� 2
e2

j2

i
a ¼ 0; (15)

which in the vicinity of n¼ 0 reduces to

n2a00 þ 2

j2
a ¼ 0: (16)

The two solutions to Eq. (16) are

a6 ¼ np6; (17)

where

p6 ¼
1

2
6

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

4
� 2

j2

r
: (18)

Because p6 is neither zero nor a positive integer, derivatives

of a6 are singular at n¼ 0 and so the solutions given by

Eq. (17) are non-physical. In particular, because ~Jz � �@2 ~Az=
@x2 � �a00 it is seen that Eq. (15) gives the non-physical pre-

diction that ~Jz would be infinite at x¼ 0. Thus, while a

mathematical solution exists at x¼ 0, this mathematical solu-

tion is not regular and so not physically allowable.44 In order

to have physically sensible solutions, it is therefore necessary

to retain at least one of finite electron mass or finite collision-

ality and use the fourth-order system of equations given by

the coupled Eqs. (9a) and (9b).

Equation (14b) is just Eq. (4) of Rogers et al.28

expressed in the variables defined by Eqs. (6) and (7).

Rogers et al. pointed out that the out-of-plane magnetic field

is the stream function for the in-plane electron flows and

then stated that according to their Eq. (2) these flows are fro-

zen into the in-plane magnetic field. However, we have just

shown here that Eq. (14b) which corresponds to Eq. (2) of

Rogers et al. is missing the term (1þ j�� ei) (a00 - �k
2

ya) that

appears in the left hand side of Eq. (9b). We have also shown

that this missing term comes from inclusion of finite electron

inertia (the “1” in parenthesis) and from finite resistivity (the

j��ei term in parenthesis). Thus, the in-plane magnetic field is

not frozen to the in-plane electron flows when ð1þ j�� eiÞ
ða00 � �k

2

yaÞ is kept in Eq. (9b). Since the finiteness of ð1þ
j��eiÞ ða00 � �k

2

yaÞ is what distinguishes the fourth-order solu-

tions from the second-order solutions near n¼ 0, inclusion of

finite electron inertia or finite resistivity near n¼ 0 un-

freezes the in-plane magnetic field from the in-plane electron

flows.

It should also be noted that the simple standing whistler

wave model proposed in Rogers et al. leads to non-physical

behavior as follows: Rogers et al. postulated that the whistler

wave wavenumber should be modeled as k� p/y in the vicin-

ity of the X-point and that reconnection would involve elec-

tron outflows having a standing wave dependence � cos (kx)

sin(xt). Such a dependence is non-physical as it predicts that

the direction of the electron flow rapidly oscillates at the

high frequency x so the "outflow" rapidly alternates between

being an outflow and an inflow; furthermore, this oscillation

occurs with a non-physical infinite frequency at y¼ 0 since k
� p/y and x � k2 were assumed.

VI. COMPARISON TO MANDT ET AL.

Mandt et al.27 used hybrid simulations to examine the

merging of two flux bundles (i.e., mutually attracting parallel

currents) where the initial mutual attraction was balanced by

electron pressure resulting from spatially non-uniform elec-

tron temperature (density and ion temperature were consid-

ered uniform). Because the system started in force balance

(equilibrium), there would presumably have to be an

imposed perturbation since otherwise the system would stay

in force balance indefinitely. They conducted simulations for

different values of L where L was measured in units of ion

skin depth c/xpi and L was the characteristic dimension of a

flux bundle. The total reconnection time s measured in units

of x�1
ci was plotted for various L values for two g values and

also for a case where the ion equation of motion was not

evolved. Linear instability of the initial equilibrium neces-

sarily precedes nonlinear saturation. Although the amplitude

of the initial perturbation was not stated in Ref. 27, it pre-

sumably was not infinitesimal because if so, the time to reach

nonlinear saturation would become arbitrarily long. If the
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initial perturbation was not infinitesimal and yet small com-

pared to unity, a value of 10% would seem reasonable (this

has been typically been used in other numerical simulations).

A 10% initial perturbation would become an 80% perturba-

tion after t¼ 2c�1 at which time the system would be close

to nonlinear saturation. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that

the "total reconnection time" given in Fig. 2 of Ref. 27 would

be a few times c�1 and so would have approximately the

same logarithm as c�1.

Because Mandt et al. have their flux bundle scale with L,
they effectively had both the x and y components scale with L
so the shape of the bundle remained the same. Hence, in order

to compare their simulation results with our results, ky in our

system must be made to scale as L�1 in order to have the bun-

dle shape remain the same when L is changed. We recall now

our result that j is a weak function of e. In particular, we

found that, within a factor of two accuracy, our results give j
’ 10 for a wide range of e (recall that j varies from �6 to

�18 as e ranges from 0.1 to 1). Using this j ’ 10 result, our

calculation predicts that a self-similar collisionless or weakly

resistive situation will have a growth rate

c 	 21=2

10L2

�B

nel0

: (19)

Upon dividing both sides by xci ¼ e �B=mi and then inverting

both sides this becomes

xci

c
	 10

21=2

L

c=xpi

� �2

: (20)

Taking the logarithm to base 10 of both sides gives

log10 c�1xci


 �
¼ 2 log10

L

c=xpi

� �
þ log10

10

21=2

� �
: (21)

Defining s¼ c�1xci to be the nominal reconnection time

measured in units of x�1
ci , it is seen the slope of a log-log plot

of s versus L measured in terms of ion skin depths should be

2. This prediction is in good agreement with the line through

the triangle points in Fig. 2 of Mandt et al. which has a slope

of 2 since a two-decade change in L gives a 4-decade change

in s. The triangle points in Fig. 2 of Mandt et al. are for a sit-

uation where there is no ion motion and L< c/xpi. Setting

ky¼L�1 has an about a factor of 2 ambiguity and the shape

given in Fig. 1 of Mandt et al. is not a precise cosine.

However, these issues are of order unity and so are not signif-

icant when taking the logarithm. Evaluation of the offset in

Eq. (21) gives log10 (10/21/2)¼ 0.8 which implies that we pre-

dict log10(c�1xci)¼ 0.8 when L/(c/xpi)¼ 1. Examination of

the triangles plotted in Fig. 2 of Mandt et al. shows that the

line through these triangles is in excellent agreement with our

prediction. It should be noted that dividing both sides of Eq.

(19) by xci introduced an apparent dependence on ion inertia.

No such dependence actually exists because Eq. (19) had no

inertia. We could just as easily have divided both sides by

xce and obtained a completely equivalent form of Eq. (21)

where xci ! xce and xpi ! xpe; this is because x2
pi=xci ¼

x2
pe=jxcej ¼ c2nel0=B contains no inertia.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The resistive MHD description of magnetic reconnec-

tion involves a system of equations having no involvement

of Bz and so is a second order differential equation in x with

a diffusive inner region. In contrast, here the system of equa-

tions is inherently fourth-order, involves two variables (i.e.,

Az and Bz), and is not diffusive. This shows that incorporat-

ing the Hall and finite electron inertia terms does not produce

a mere correction to the MHD description, but rather pro-

duces a completely different sort of dynamics. Omission of

both finite electron mass and collisions from the two-fluid

equations leads to a second- rather than fourth-order system

of differential equations; the solution of this second-order

system is physically defective because it predicts an infinite

current density at x¼ 0.
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